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Abstract:
Central Park, an iconic urban green space, is a habitat 
hosting a rich diversity of microorganisms, which play 
pivotal roles in ecosystem functions and health. Soil pH, 
a fundamental environmental factor, has the potential to 
significantly impact these microorganisms. In this DNA 
barcoding project, we have investigated the relationship 
between soil pH and the microorganisms’ biodiversity 
within Central Park. We have collected soil samples 
from two contrasting locations, characterized by varying 
pH levels, and we have uncovered the influence of pH on 
microbial diversity and composition. Using DNA 
barcoding techniques, we have analyzed the DNA of 
microorganisms and identified species inhabiting these 
distinct pH environments. This project has deepened our 
understanding on how soil pH can shape the ecosystem 
of Central Park's microorganisms and contribute to our 
understanding of DNA barcoding.

Introduction
The introduction to the Urban Barcoding Project 
proposal highlights Central Park as a unique blend 
of nature and city life, focusing on the critical role 
of soil pH in influencing the park's diverse 
microbial ecosystems. The project aims to 
investigate how soil pH variations across different 
areas of Central Park affect microorganisms like 
bacteria, archaea, and fungi, which are essential 
for ecological balance and environmental cleanup. 
By collecting soil samples from two distinct 
locations with different pH levels, the research 
seeks to measure soil pH accurately and use DNA 
barcoding to identify microorganisms. The 
hypothesis is that soil pH variations will 
significantly influence microbial diversity, with 
less acidic soils supporting a higher diversity of 
microorganisms than highly acidic soils.

Methods/sampling:
1. Use a spade or shovel to dig 1-6 inches into soil, 
make sure soil is dry.
2.Cut a ½" slice from the face of the hole and trim 
the sides so you have a vertical slice of soil.
3. Place soil into ziplock bag
4. Repeat for 25-30 samples in areas needed.

Culturing Method
One commonly used method for sampling and 
cultivating soil samples is the grid sampling 
technique. Grid sampling involves dividing the area 
of interest into a grid pattern, typically with evenly 
spaced sample points. At each sample point, soil 
samples are collected at a consistent depth, usually 
down to a depth of 6-12 inches, using a soil probe 
or auger. These samples are then combined to 
create a composite sample for each grid cell. Once 
the samples are collected, they are air-dried and 
homogenized to ensure a representative composite. 
Cultivating the soil samples involves analyzing 
their physical and chemical properties, such as 
texture, pH, nutrient content, and organic matter, 
to assess the soil's fertility and suitability for 
various agricultural practices. This information is 
valuable for making informed decisions about soil 
management and optimizing crop production.

Serial Dilution: Serial dilution is a dilution of a 
concentration to obtain a reduced concentration, 
we will use it to make it easier to see the amount of 
bacteria, viruses, microorganisms etc. To use serial  
dilution a solution must be put into a substance, 
this substance now is used to keep diluting until 
there are many.
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Our DNA barcoding project revealed that soil pH significantly impacts microbial 
diversity and composition in Central Park. In less acidic soils (higher pH), we observed 
a higher diversity of microorganisms, particularly various Bacillus species known for 
their roles in nutrient cycling and plant growth promotion. In contrast, more acidic 
soils (lower pH) showed a dominance of Pseudomonas species, which are well-adapted 
to such environments but may not provide the same broad ecological benefits as 
Bacillus species. These findings highlight the critical role of soil pH in shaping 
microbial communities and their functions within the park's ecosystem.Understanding 
the influence of soil pH on microbial diversity is crucial for managing and maintaining 
the health of urban green spaces like Central Park. While our study offers valuable 
insights, it is limited by the number of samples and the range of pH levels examined. 
Future research should encompass a broader spectrum of pH environments and 
additional locations within the park to provide a more comprehensive picture. 
Integrating advanced genomic techniques could also enhance our understanding of the 
functional roles of these microorganisms, informing strategies to conserve and enhance 
biodiversity and soil health in urban ecosystems.
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